
Analysis of complaints 

 

From 1 October 2017 to 31 March 2018 the Unit reached findings on 232 complaints 

concerning 209 items (normally a single broadcast or webpage, but sometimes a 

broadcast series or a set of related webpages).  Topics of complaint were as follows: 

 













disagreement over what constitutes being intersex”.  The reader complained that this 

form of words, too, gave a misleading impression. 

 

Outcome 

 

In the context of the article, readers would have taken the figure to refer to intersex 

conditions which were apparent at birth.  The 1.7% figure was composed mainly of 

developmental conditions likely to go undiagnosed at birth, and had caused 

controversy by including some conditions which are not universally recognised as 

intersex.  Citing the figure, even as a maximum which was subject to disagreement, 

therefore perpetuated an exaggerated impression of the incidence of the conditions 

dealt with in the article. 

 

Upheld 

 

Further action 

 

Staff will be reminded that, where necessary, figures should be put in their full context, 

particularly when they are disputed. 

 

My Big Gay Jewish Conversion, BBC One, 9 August 2017 

 

Complaint 

 

The programme followed a gay man in his exploration of the possibility of converting 

ħĢ ăĨėĔĜĦĠ!  ú ĩĜĘĪĘĥ ĖĢĠģğĔĜġĘė ħěĔħ Ĕ ĠĔģ ĦěĢĪġ Ĝġ ĖĢġġĘĖħĜĢġ ĪĜħě ħěĘ ĠĔġőĦ ĩĜĦĜħ 

to Israel gave a misleading impression of the status of the occupied territories. 

 

Outcome 

 

The map showed the occupied territories in a darker shade of yellow than Israel itself, 

but any distinction this might have conveyed was counteracted by a thick line running 

round the perimeter of Israel and the occupied territories (on the first appearance of 

the graphic), giving the misleading impression that they formed a single entity. 

 

Upheld 

 

Further action 

 

The programme will be appropriately edited before it is again made available. 

 

Newsnight, BBC Two, 22 August 2017 

 

Complaint 

 

čěĘ ģĥĢĚĥĔĠĠĘ ğĘė Ģġ ĉĥĘĦĜėĘġħ čĥĨĠģőĦ ĔġġĢĨġĖĘĠĘġħ Ģę Ĕ ġĘĪ ĦħĥĔħĘĚĬ ħĢĪĔĥėĦ 



ĉĔĞĜĦħĔġ!  ú ĩĜĘĪĘĥ ĖĢĠģğĔĜġĘė ħěĔħ ħěĘ ĖĥĜħĜĖĔğ ĩĜĘĪ Ģę ĉĔĞĜĦħĔġőĦ ĥĢğĘ Ĝġ ħěĘ ĥĘĚĜĢn 

expressed by both contributors resulted in bias. 

 

Outcome 

 

The Foreign Minister of Pakistan had accepted an invitation to contribute to the 

discussion, but withdrew at short notice.  In his absence, and the absence of appropriate 

challenge from the presenter, the critical views expressed by both contributors 

resulted in a departure from due impartiality on a topic of some controversy. 

 

Upheld 

 

Further action 

 

The programme team has been reminded of the need to review the presentation of a 

debate if a late cancellation affects its intended balance.  

 

Six o’Clock News, Radio 4, 18 August 2017 

 

Complaint 

 

Reporting on an initiative to set up a new consultative council for British Muslims, the 

ûûüőĦ ċĘğĜĚĜĢĨĦ úęęĔĜĥĦ üĢĥĥĘĦģĢġėĘġħ ĦĔĜė “The Muslim Council of Britain, an umbrella 

organisation for 500 Sunni Mosques and Schools, represent less than 5% of Britain 2.5 

million Muslims”.  A representative of the Muslim Council of Britain complained that 

there was no basis for a figure as low as 5% 

 

Outcome 

 

The Religious Affairs Correspondent had based the figure on an ICM poll supplemented 

by an allowance for outreach work subsequently conducted by the Council. However, 

the poll in question had not been framed with a view to measuring the extent of 

support for the Council, and other surveys more directly related to that question 



Durham Police spit hood Twitter poll supports their use, bbc.co.uk 

 

Complaint 

 

The article reported on a Twitter poll conducted by Durham Police in which 93% of the 

respondents supported the use of spit hoods.  A visitor to the page complained that it 

gave undue credence to a statistically invalid exercise. 

 

Outcome 

 

The article was in breach of the Editorial Guidelines on reporting opinion polls in 

several respects, not least in failing to make clear that the exercise in question had no 

statistical validity. 

 

Upheld 

 

Further action 

 

Staff will be reminded of the need to take account of BBC guidance on polls or surveys 

conducted on social media and similar forums. 

 

Today, Radio 4, 4 January 2018 

 

Complaint 

 

The programme included an interview with Tony Blair by John Humphrys on the 

subject of Brexit.  The complainant (along with a number of other listeners) said the 

conduct of the interview was biased and unduly aggressive, and in marked contrast to 

the later interview on the same topic with Norman Lamont.  In addition, he said John 

āĨĠģěĥĬĦő ĦħĔħĘĠĘġħ ħěĔħ “the Royal College of Nursing accepts that the reason there 

are fewer nurses now is not because of Brexit, it’s because of the introduction of English 

language tests” was wrong. 

 

Outcome 

 

The complaints about the conduct of the interview were not upheld.  In the case of the 

Royal College of Nursing, however, John Humphrys was mistaken.  Although the view 

he attributed to the College had been put forward by a number of health care 

professionals, the College itself had said the situation had been driven by factors which 

included Brexit and that the introduction of English tests, while not helping the 

situation, was unlikely to be the root cause.  

 

Partly upheld 

 



Further action 

 

The programme has noted the fact that the RCN cites various factors in this case and 

will try to ensure these are reported accurately on any future occasion. 

 

Sasha Twining, Radio Solent, 30 October 2017 

 

Complaint 

 

The programme included a phone-Ĝġ ģĥĢĠģħĘė ĕĬ ûĔĥĥĬ ČěĘĘĥĠĔġ ĆĉőĦ ĖĢĠĠĘġħ ÏĢġ 

ħěĘ ģĥĘĩĜĢĨĦ ėĔĬőĦ Sunday Politics) that those who voted to remain in the European 

Union were the “better educated people in our country”.  A listener complained that the 

discussion was biased in favour of Brexit. 

 

Outcome 

 

úğħěĢĨĚě ħěĘ ģĥĘĦĘġħĘĥőĦ ĤĨĘĦħĜĢġĦ ĪĘĥĘ ĔħħĘĠģħĦ ħĢ ĘġĚĔĚĘ ğĜĦħĘġĘĥĦ ÏĔĦ ėĜĦħĜġĖħ ęĥĢĠ 

statements of her own view), the premise of the discussion led her to address 

predominantly those who might take issue ĪĜħě Ćĥ ČěĘĘĥĠĔġőĦ ĖĢĠĠĘġħ# ĪěĜĖě ĜĦ ħĢ 

say mainly Leave voters, resulting in a degree of imbalance on a controversial issue. 

 



Further action 

 

The business team have been reminded of the need to be accurate in their use of 

statistics, even when a generalised statement about a particular trend is made. 

 

Today, Radio 4, 11 January 2018 

 

Complaint 

 

čěĘ ģĥĢĚĥĔĠĠĘ ĜġĖğĨėĘė Ĕġ ĜġħĘĥĩĜĘĪ ĪĜħě ĆĜĖěĔĘğ ĀĢĩĘ Ģġ ħěĘ ĀĢĩĘĥġĠĘġħőĦ ?B-year 

environment strategy.  A listener in Scotland complained that the interview did not 

make clear that the new proposals would apply in England only. 

 

Outcome 

 

Most matters of environment policy have been devolved to the Scottish Parliament and 

the Welsh and Northern Irish Assemblies.   As this was not made clear in the 

programme, listeners could have been given the misleading impression the proposals 

set out by Mr Gove would apply across the UK. 

 

Upheld 

 

Further action 

 

The Today team have been reminded of the need to be clear how far the remit of 

policy-



Further action 

 

The article has been amended to remove an incorrectly captioned photo and clarify the 

evolution of dhaanto. 

 

Staff at Kent abuse home were ‘never’ reported, tape reveals, bbc.co.uk 

 

Complaint 

 

The article reported remarks made by the late Revd Nicholas Stacey in a recording he 

made for a local historian in 2006, now lodged at the British Library. He had been head 

of Social Services at Kent County Council from 1974-85 and was quoted as saying that 

he had never reported allegations of child abuse to the police. The article linked this to 

established cases of abuse at Kendall House in Gravesend where girls were “routinely 

drugged, l



Outcome 

 

Mr Watson had been suspended in May 2016 pending investigation of unspecified 

breaches of Labour Party rules.  Although press reports at the time attributed the 

suspension to allegations of anti-Semitism, Mr Watson had not been notified of the 

nature of the alleged breaches and there was no indication that the investigation had 

concluded.  To the extent that the references complained of gave the impression that 

allegations of anti-Semitism against Mr Watson had been found to be justified, they 

were misleading (though unlikely to prejudice an internal Labour Party investigation). 

 

Upheld 

 

Further action 

 

Journalists have been reminded of the need to check the accuracy of any reported 

allegation carefully, and a correction and apology has been published on the 

Corrections & Clarifications page of bbc.co.uk. 

 




